
Sleek and powerful, our Outdoor Infrared Heaters can warm any patio 
space instantly to give you heat on demand. The stylish, black, portable 
DGR model is the sophisticated upgrade to outdoor spaces. With hidden 
feet and minimal assembly, add square footage to your living space and 
move it anywhere you like. A 20 lb. liquid propane tank installs behind and 
out of sight. Made of durable stainless steel and equipped with a high-
performance ceramic burner that can deliver up to 31,500 BTUs per hour.

Powerful. Portable. Perfect. 
Heat when and where you need it.
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Model # Description UPC BTU War.† Weight 
kg/lb

Product Dimensions (WxHxD) Carton Dimensions (WxHxD)

Inches cm Inches cm

DGR32PLP Outdoor Infrared Portable Propane Heater 
- Black 781052120167 31,500 1 yr. 32 / 70.5 26-3/4 x 87-1/2 x 27 68.0 x 222.0 x 68.6

DGRSHIELD Low Clearance Heat Shield 781052145481 1 yr. 5.44 / 12 27-5/8 x 2-3/8 x 11-7/8 70.0 x 5.8 x 30.2

TGHCOVER Weatherproof Cover for Off-season Storage 781052145474 1 yr. 2.3 / 5 16-1/2 x 2-5/8 x 12-3/8 42.0 x 6.5 x 31.3

Features
Perfect Fit 
Extend your outdoor living and 
dining season year round—patios, 
balconies, gazebos, common areas, 
restaurants

Portable 
Built-in wheels for easy portability   
and storage 

Heat on Demand
Warm outdoor commercial and 
residential areas up to 172.2 sq. ft. 
(16 m2) with just one heater

Powerful heating 
Commercial grade 4-tile ceramic 
burner produces 31,500 BTUs of heat 

Innovative Design
Sleek, stylish heater is compatible 
with and conceals a standard 20 lb. 
(9 kg) propane tank, not included 

Superior Construction
Heater head is constructed of 430 
stainless steel and coated with a high 
temperature paint, the DGR offers 
world-class wind protection up to 
9.9 mph (16 km/hr.)

Advanced Safety 
Safety tilt switch ensures safe 
operation and automatically stops the 
flow of fuel if tripped; protective grille 
and reflector contain flames and keep 
the surrounding surfaces cool

Simple Operation 
Electronic finger pull makes for safe, 
easy ignition and turn off
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4-tile commercial 
ceramic burner

Electronic finger pull 
for  easy ignition and 
turn-off

Protective grille and  
reflector included

TGHCOVER 
Protective Cover 
 Cover protects the heater 
and stand from elements 
 when not in use

DGRSHIELD  
Protective Heat Shield 
Low clearance heat shield 
allows for 12" (30.5 cm) 
overhead clearance

Fully concealed propane tank

27"27"
68.6 cm68.6 cm

87-1/2"
222.0 cm

26-3/426-3/4""
68.0 cm68.0 cm

25-1/225-1/2""
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(This product ships in two separate boxes)

DGR32PLP-HEAD DGR32PLP-STAND



87-1/2"
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27"
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25-1/2"
(65.0 cm)

15"
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Optional Heat Sheild
1-3/8" (2.54 cm)

Note: Suitable for outdoor use only.

Floor

20" (50.8 cm) minimum clearance required
(add optional Heat Shield for 12" (30.5 cm) clearance) 

Ceiling

40" (101.6 cm) min.
clearance required 

Clearances

Heat area
TOP PROFILE SIDE PROFILE

16.4'
(5 m)

3.2'
(1 m)

6.5'
(2 m)

10'
(3 m)

13'
(4 m)

16.4'
(5 m)

7'
(2.1 m)

3.2'
(1 m)

6.5'
(2 m)

10'
(3 m)

13'
(4 m)

16.4'
(5 m)
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